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THE CHRISTIAN AND 'rte WORLD

When at the beginning of the summer vacation Prof.
Radius called me on the telephone to ask if I would prepare
something for this faculty-Board Conference, on the subject
of the Christian's relation to the world, I first was very
much inclined to begg off. Already I had constructed a plan 
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of work which could have taken all my available vacation hours.
After a moment's reflection, however, I accepted, on the

condition that I might Approach the topic in a way that would
enable me to adjust the preparation for the paper to some of
the work I already contemplated doing. That was the agreement,
and only later did I see that the topic had been enlarged by
the addition of the modifying, explicative phrase: A Statement
of Principles. Since to this enlargement I had been no party,
I chose to ignore it Largely, because it is so high sounding.
Do not, therefore, expect from this effort a statement of
principles. One principle, if it can be nicely got hold of and
securely held on to, will satisfy me tremendously, and,: I dare
say; you too. Uoreover, it is a mark of good method, I have
learned, rather than to deal hurriedly and superficially with
a wide range of interrelated topics, to attempt to come to
grips with a more limited number in a whole-hearted way. In

this spirit I went to work on the topic generally described as
The Christian and the World.

Phrased thus the topic may be said to contain an ambiguity.
For by 'world' we can mean (1) this temporal life except for the
activities we call worship (the cult proper) or, in other words,
those human pursuits commonly called cultural, and (2) these
cultural pursuits as they have been informed and given direction
by the disobedience  of Adam and his posterity. Actually, however,
it is this very ambiguity which constitutes our problem, and the
solution as we shall see in what follows, lies just exactly in
distinguishing properly the two meanings of 'world'. So looked--.
at, the phrasing of our topic suggests just what we want it to:
not the solution to which we aspire, 	 but the problem with
which we start.
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undisciplined curiosities of the spirit, all
carnal weaknesses, and whose contradictory
speculations disclosed uncertainties deadly to
the stability of the established faith? By
reading the Scriptures, were there not revealed
therein more than one counsel susceptible of
justifying the energetic prejudices already
suggested by the experience and even by good
sense? The question then was no other than
resolutely to take no account of that 'wisdom
of the world., which the Apostle Paul had
called 'foolishness' in order to , attach one-
self to that which was the whole duty of man
during his terrestial pilgrimage."

Thus far (le Labriolle. What he has written we might para-

phrase in language presently current among us by saying that
these particular early Christians put too much emphasis on the
antithesis at the expense of common grace, Tiny will wonder if
it is wholly coincidental that both these men fell away finally
from the Orthodox church and ended their days In heretical move-
ments: Tatian in Encratitism, of which he was probably the founder,
and Tertullian in Montanism.

To have achieved the absolute break with the world of cul-
ture that they professed to want these intransigents, as de Labri-
olle calls them, would have had to press their absolute principles
to the utmost and to have applied them in all their vigor. But,
the same writer keenly. observes, "life has its necessary require-
ments and reactions, wherein our preconceived notions, however

ardently held they may have been, are brought up against their

own limitations, with which they are constrained to make some

attempt at composition. To have entirely rejected Greco-Latin
learning might have been a bold and imposing attitude to have take n

but we can truly imagine that it could have brought about and

realized its work of making a complete breach and destroying it?"
To put de Labriolle's thoughts once again into the words of our

own choosing, Does the nature of reality itself allow the absolute
break which these men's standpoint seemed to encourage? That is
is not the theory in conflict with the existing reality, and

therefore a false theory?

Telling here, perhaps, are a couple of facts connected with

these two men whom we have singled out to illustrate one type of
answer given to the question of the Christian's relation to the

world. First, Tatian's "elaborate style", to quote the words of



Prof, Jaeger, "is not in agreement with his antipathy to
Greek culture, and also his language shows the strong influence
of Greek rhetoric in every line and proves that his practice
was not quite as (sic!) uncompromising as his theory." (4)
And the same kind of remark could have been made, and has been,
about not only the style of Tertullian but also his extensive
learning, betraying as it does at every point, his thorough
acquaintance with all the classical writers. Indeed, as
de Labriolle has pointed out, Tertullian. when it came right down
to it, "recognized that to forbid Christians to become acquainted
with profane learning was to reduce them to an intellectual and
practical helplessness well nigh complete." (5)

The point we are discussing is that while it has taken the
Church so long to arrive at an adequate theory of its relation
to the world, the practical need of discovering the proper rela-
tion was there from the beginning. We said that the difficulty
of determining exactly what the relation should be was evident
in the great diversities in the answers that came to be given
to the problem, Vie have discussed the answer given by men such
as Tatian and Tertullian, and we found it to be extreme. We saw
that neither man could maintain his theory in practice .

At the other extremety of the gamut of opinion stands a man
like Justin Martyr. Reared in the thought-world of Stoicism, with
its World-Reason or World-Logos and, in man, the logos spermatikos
or seed-reason, this wandering Hellenistic philosopher/ after his
conversion, sought how he might bring his newly found faith to
those old associates of his unbelieving years. The ,answer he found
in the first chapter of John's gospel. By an illegitimate appeal
to John 1:9 . "That was the true light, which lighteth every man
that cometh into the world." he could say, in effect, to his old
associates in paganism: "See here, you talk abstractly cf your
World-logos and of the logos spermatikos irk each induvidual.
Now it is just that, but with far greater clarity, that Christi-
anity teaches, Christ is the World-logos, and the logos
sperma-tikos in the induvidual is what John means when he says that the
light lighteth every man. That you who call yourselves
Stoic-he refers especially to the Roman Stoic Musonius--. that

Herakleitos. that Sokrates could know enough to speak of the
logos was itself the result of our. Christ's having illuminated
you, them and all men,"



ghat is Justin doing here? He is reducing the meaning
of Scripture to that of the pagan philosophers in order to
ease the transition of his old comrades from their paganism
to the Christian faith. He attempts to show the essential unity
of truth in Greek philosophy and in the divine revelation. The
antithesis between true prophecy (God's ord in Scripture) and
false prophecy (the messages of the various philosophers) is
concealed behind an assumed mere difference of degree of
clarity of insight. Christianity sees clearly what the Greek
philosophers were but half blindly grasping after. Prof. Vollen
hoven. in his 1933 publication Het Calvinisme en de Reformatie
van de Wijsbegeerte, writes of 'Tustin:

"Proceeding not from revelation but from the
reason, and with the later Stoa accepting the
freedom of the will and applying that con.
sistently with respect to the work of redemption,

he--i.e. Justin—further identified the logos of the
true God with the subjectivistic and anti
materialistic logos of that (Stoic) school;

following Sextus Empiricus he thought that he
found traces of the late Stoa also in Sokrates
and Herakleitos, and in this connection he
speaks of 'logos spermatikos and thus saw
in the speculations of the philosophers men-
tioned 'germs' or 'seeds' of the Truth of God!
You can see: here everything is present that

characte-rizes this movement up to the present moment, in
the field of physics an anti-materialistic ener-
getics a la Herakleitos, with respect to the
higher (human)functions a Christianized subjecti-
vism, and-listen, carefully-- such a total mis-
conception of common grace that this is changed
from a' goodness of God into. bei 	 an activity
of men more specificaIly of heathen an thus the

f erence between true an false prophecy
scones re a iv

Of this same line of thought de Labolle says, "There
were some whoa went so far as to admit that very nearly all of
the truth was scattered throughout pagan philosophical systems,
but that no thoughtful mind had embraced it in its integrity,
because none of them knew of the master idea which dominates
life and which. gives it a sense and end, It was only necessary
then to reconstitute again by the light of revelation these
scattered morsels of truth and bring them back to unity®" In a

footnote de Labriolle says,. "This is the theory of Laetantius
who in this respect is in line with Justin, Athenagoras,
%Clement of Alexandria and Minucius Felix." (7)

era



Here then we have the second type of early Christian
answer to the problem of the relation of the Christian to the
world, to culture s Vie might say that this answer makes too
mach, 44,- common grace.

What we ought too see is that neither .group could let go -

utterly of the world and culture in which it found itself, Both
Justin and Tatian, though with somewhat different intent, had
taken shelter behind a fancy conceived previously by the
Alexandrine Jews (Philo) according to which Greek culture, or
parts of it, had been derived from the Hebrews. Justin had
declared that certain Platonic doctrines were derived from Moses.
But Tatian went further, exclaiming that the "wisdom of the
Greek sophists" was a "plagiarism drawn by misunderstanding and
conceit from its Old Testament source" Lietzmann) Justin accepted
Hellenic culture, simply clothing it in a loose Biblical dress
Tatian, though by asserting it to be a plagiarism from the Old
Testament he was tacidly admitting that the culture was not a
pure lie, nevertheless felt the evil spiritual direction present
in .it. The great mass of Christian believers in the first
centuries, it seems * were more inclined to agree with Tatian.
Clement complains, that such was the case in his day even in the
enlightened city of scholarship, Alexandria.

We have seen that the difficulty of our problem caused
even the inexorable Tertullian, as de Labriolle calls him„ to

vacillate, Such vacillation was not, ' however, peculiar to him; it
sometimes approached being duplicity, as in the case of Jerome.
You are all probably acquainted with the famous 'dream of Jerome',
which Jerome himself relates in one of his letters. So he tells

the story he was on his way to Jerusalem and the desert, where he

intended to live an ascetic life. With him he had his books,

procured before leaving Rome. And here is what he writes:
"Miserable man that I am! I was fasting and

then I began to read Cicero; after many nights
spent in wathhing, after many tears, which the
remembrance of my faults of not so long ago
drew forth from the, depths 'of my heart, I took
Plantus in my hands. If by ,chance, on recollect-
ing myself, I started reading the Prophets, their
unadorned style awoke in me feelings of repulsion.

My eyes, blinded, saw no longer the light, and it
was not on my eyes that I laid the blame, it was
on heaven,
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"While the old serpent thus misused me, a
violent fever penetrated the marrow of my worn-out
body towards the middle of Lent, and, without
any respite, in an incredible manner, it so consumed
my poor members that I had scarcely any flesh left
On' my bones. Already people were thinking of my
funeral. 	 body felt quite frozen; a remnat
of vital heat no loner palpitated save in the
lukewarmness of my poor breast,

"Suddenly, I felt myself ravished away in
ecstasy and transorted before the tribunal of
the Judge. Such a dazzling light emanated from
those present that, crouched on the ground, I dared
mot lift up my eyes. On being asked my profession,
I replied, °I am a Christian.' Whereupon, he who

presided said, -'Thou lost lie; thou art a Ciceroni=
and no Christian; where thy treasure is, there is
thy heart also."

At last the sore-tried J erome uttered the following oath:
"Lord, if ever it happens to me to possess or to read profane
books, I shall have denied Thee"

It so happens that years later this same Jerome, in answer
to a correspondent in Rome, who had asked him "why he strewed
here and there in his writings examples' taken from profane
literature t thus soiling the whiteness of the Church with
pagan horrors", asserts his "absolure right to make use of the
Greco-Latin literature in the interests and honor of the faith"
(de Labriolle),

"If we are perplexed to know", writes de Labriolle, "how
St, Jerome reconciled in his mind this doctrine with the somewhat
formal obligations whereof his dream of Cicero has furnished the
testimony, St. Jerome himself removes this difficulty when he
retorts that after all a dream is only a . dream and engages us
to nothing," (8) That would seem to me to approach, as I said,
duplicity. Nevertheless, I must agree with de Labriolle that "it
is open to no doubt" that the scruple which he thus vividly in his
dream was for him, as for so many other lettered Christians
of the first centuries, the cause of very real and very grievous
anguish,

In the wrestling of these early Christians with the problem
of the Christian's relation to the world of culture, two elements
have appeared: (1) there is widespread awareness of an evil
principle in the world; but (2) there is unwillingness and
a vaguely sensed inability to cut oneself entirely from that world
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sometimes, this second element led. to a dangerously naive
acceptance of the world of culture.

Towards the end of the fourth century a kind of compro-
raise arrangement cane to be widely accepted. This practical
"solution" is found, first, in a celebrated tract of Basil o
Caesarea which sometimes goes by the title 7/005 Fars vE o as

(To the Youth) but which, as to content, might better be entitled
"On the Right 'Jay of Drawing Profit from the :Profane Authors';:,
I shall employ de Labriolle's description of its essential
argument,

"Basil considers that all was not tainted from the mom.
point of view in even this profane literature co much decried
at the time; that the poets, orators and historians knew hoc to
give praise to what is good and that they provide an abundance
of precepts and examples capable of bringing an enablinginflu-
ence into the soul of the young man. Only he insists on a ?roper
election in order that the suspect portions may be eliminated.

,under reserve of this preliminary expurgation in young people
having dealings with profand letters; they Will supply than with.
the .beginnings of a formation of character which they will later
on complete by the study of the Holy Books; they Trilli 1. I a,,..tuoton
their eyes, which still young, the better to sup port the dazzling
splendour of the teachings of Scripture. they are', in short,
for the young Christian of the first century, what ha` been in
former days the learning of the Egyptians to ceases, and to
Daniel, that of the Chaldeans. Their value consists in being
a preparation any_ setting out on a still higher task which is
in its special bearing, the understanding of the C1]. and New
Testaments." (9)

A little later Jerome suns -up his views in a comparison -
(I quote de Labriolle):" ...Just as in the nook o:: Deuteronomy

Goy' ordains that before marriage with a captive her heed
and eyebrows must be shaved *one_ her nails cut in crder to render
her worthy of the bed of her husband, 	 liheleise the Christian
who has been seduced by the beauty of the saelaatia  saecularis 
must make a beginning of cleansing of it all that holds
of death„ idolatry„ voluptuousness, error, and passion, and,
when purified thus and suitably prepared, it 	 become worthy

for the service of God."



Augustine speaks in a similar vein in his De Doctrina
Christiana, According to him 	 again I shall rely upon de
Labriolle's summary 	 profane learning there are elements
so evidently sullied by superstition' that no upright man should
think of making experiments in it: astrology, for example,
There are others, such as history, natural history, astronomy,
dialectics, rhetoric, etc., which, provided they (be) guarded
against the depravities and abuses to which they gave rise, are
worthy of study and should render the greatest service in connec-
tion with exegesis and oral commentary on the Scriptures®" (10)

dith these men we have reached what we may call the classical
patristic solution to our problem, The commonness of their
viewpoint is indicated by their use of the same allegorical
simile. .Like the Jews in their flight from Egypt, these fathers

-argued, Christianity must carry away the gold and silver vessels
of her enemies and employ them for her ovn Uses.

Note that the standpoint here adopted is still no theoretical
accounting of the Christian's relation to the world of culture.
Nor is .it the result of such theory, It is, rather, immediate
reaction, pressed from these Christians by the exigencies of their
life in the Ronan itipire. You trill recall that I spoke of it
as a working arrangement, To these men it must have peened
a correct standpoint because it was felt as a necessary one. But
that is not yet to render an account of its "necessity". The lack
is recognized,' in effect, by de labriolle„ who says of Basil's
discourse : "Truth to tell, we do not see the subject developed
with the fulness and precision we night have hoped from it.
Basil brings to his discussion less of method than of agreeable
bonhomie an abounding humanism. n (11) To Which we may add, that
a theoretical account would have to explain how there could be
any precious jewels in Egypt at all, and just what in 2gypt was
jewels and what something less valuable, how great the relative
purity of the jewels was, and again 	 a problem obscured by the
figure employed -- how it was possible to gather up the jewels

without getting Egypt itself to boot. Such critical reflection
was conspicuously absent from the patristic "solution."

Yet it is this essentially uncritical modus  vivendi of the
katres which forms the pueleus of scholastic thought on . . our

problem. Two of the chief distinguishing features of scholasticism



are found already here, First to be acted 	 arm,
position assigned by these men to cultural pursuits,2hose aeee
to be„ it would seen but the handmaid of theological studies -.
the ancilla theology of scholastic conception though the term
seems first to have been used by Peter Damiani in a different
sense© Does this conception not carry with it the innlicneioe
the possibility of an lad2LIEltat service of God in the culture.
fields of study is denied? And may it not be that such a conclu-
sion is but the direct consequence of a lack of reflection
the cultural problem itself?

In the second place,e --and this feature is rest intimately
tied up with the first 	 as in scholasticism, so here the tedy
of the cultural product is accepted as it staris and only
certain obvious conflics with Christian doctthe and a Christie n
sense of piety are to be excinded, Again. no radical refoimation
of the cultural product itself % as Prof, Vollenhoven pleads for-
in his book with the suggestive title % Het Calvinisme en de
Refornatie vaiLdsalaszearte. Is this not the oasic fault in
the method by which Thomas of Aquino later adapted Aristotle's
thought to the faith of the Church? For to accept the great
part of the cultural product is equivalent to affirming that
that culture is fundamentally good % that it displays reneral

integrity or soundness t and therefore can be trnesported mecha-
nically, as it werey into the larger Christian framesork, Althou
a more critical position is taken by Augustine in his De Cillte2
Dei --in just a moment I shall have something to say about it--
in general % subsequent developments in the history of the Church
worked to bolster this position of the Fathers and only the revi
val of the Augustinian view of man at the time of the Reformation

would make possible a more critical consideration of the cultural

problem. ;ilefore that time the line of development lies over
the Synod of Orange (529) which % although it condemned. both

Pelagianism and semi Pelagianism 9 yet by abandoning to doctrine
of double predestination and exchanging the doctrine of the

irresistable grace of divine predestination for that of the
sacramental grace of baptism abetted the Churchqi drift s in prac-
tice, to the very semi-Pelagianism it condemned, In tine, this

tendency led to the (anthropological) teachings that while lnatur

grace was preserved °supernatural° grace was lost by the Fall, bu
rya



in redemption s again added to 'natural' grace as a amissallE
addition, Wci begin to recognize here their;*of the Roman
view of the doctrine of the image of God: whore the Scriptural
notion of grace has been supplanted s more or less * bythat of
the Greek 26(" . 	 To this view of things the distinction
of theologia  naturalis and theoranaturalis. could
attach itself without much' trouble, In this way s the scholastic
scheme of nature and grace came to provide a congenial theological
framework for the uncritical -Appropriation of the great part of
antique culture, Vaich is far from saying,, of course s that such
treatment of cultural goods had been accounted fol? by 71.2anmwon
criticism of the problem posed by the world of culture.

The conclusion to whiCh we now appear to have arrived is'this:
that neither in the 'patristic age nor in the age of scholaaticist
did there arise anything like a theoretical accounting fot the
Christian's relation (felt in some sense or other s 4ad more or
less (felt) to be necessary) to the culturalwOrlObout him:
where a positive relation was recognized it was naively adsumed s
and the negative position was equally direct.

This sane lack of critical reflection has alwpys characterized
the attitude of the Roman Catholic Church toward this problem,
7itness * for example* the form of statement in a letter which
:we Leo XIII wrote to Cardinal Parocchi in ICS-5:

"Perceiving * thq% the usefulness of the
literaturesof Greece and Rome * the Catholic
c-JhUrch * which has always fostered whatsoever things
are of good report * has always given to the
study of the humanities the favor that it
dearves s and in promoting it s has expended(12)
no slight portion of' its best endeavor."

e_nay reasonably ash ourselves whether it would over be
possible, within the Ronan Churc14 , Apart from a radical recon4
struction of her whole position s .to cote to a properly:critical
theory of the Christian's relation. to the orld.

_earlier I intimated that it would require a return to the
Augustinian view of man * of -_dinLand grace s before the Christian's
relation to the world woula become a problem demanding theoretical
explication, But what then of Augustine himself? Did not the
very man who, at the end of his life, had learned so much about
how the Scriptures would have themselves understood and



who attempted to interpret their view of grace and of direction
in human life in his delineation of the two civitates s did
not this Augustine come himself to some deeper appreciation of
the problem that is posed for the Christian by the existence of
a world of culture?

To answer that clues vion we must turn to his monumental
work,, the De Civitate Beira In this work Augustine undertook„ as
you all know, to describe the nature and the history of the two
cities, the two cities that,, toquote Augustine himselfehave
been formed by two loves: the earthly by the love of self,
even to the contempt of God; the heavenly by the love of
God even to the contempt of self." (Bk. XIV ch. 28), . As one
might expect, the antithetical relation is very much in the
foreground throughout, Nevertheless, there are a number of
passages that deal with the commonness,. to the citizens of
both cite. * of this earthly life, (Bk®l ,-.1203; V 13; X1X 17).
In such passages mention is made of the goodness s long.suffering„
patience and condescension of God. And yet, no'concious effort
is made to come to close grips with the subject, -Je might say'
that much of the Biblical material that later was to be put
to such good use is cited here, but has not been claimed for
theory. Further s with they eye directed mainly to the antithetical
relation, it proves difficult to come to an adequate appraisal
of the fact of cultural development. I am thinking of the
treatment Augustine gives to the question, hover God could prosper
the Romans to the point of giving them such conspicuous enlarge.
ment of their empire, The most relevant passages are V 1112
and X1X 24.4$ Jhat Augustine does is the fcaowing.. The Romans
loved honor, and praise, and glory,. For love of praise they
consulted well (consules ) for their country, suppressing the
desire of wealth and many other vices. Now they who restrain
baser lusts, not by the power of the Holy Spirit Obtained by
the faith of piety, or by the love of intelligible beaUty
(note the Platonism) but by the desire of human praise... are
indeed not yet holy, but only less base. But so far as regards
human and temporal glory, the lives of these ancient Romans
were reckoned sufficientlz_zosaz (emphasis mine)i Augustine
admonishes his reader: "But let us avail ourselves even in these
things the kindness  of God (emphasis mine). Met us 'consider



how great things they despised how great things they endured n

what lUsts they subdued nor the sake of human glory, who merited
that glory as it were, in reward tor such virtues." It is
clear how far short Augustine falls here in his appreciation
of the forces at work in the creation of the Roman moire,

What I am trying to get at is sunned up neatly by Whitney
Oates in his introduction to the Random House edition of
Augustine (pp. 3173(1V f.). He is dealing there with the discus 1i
in the famous nineteenth book, and cites from it a fairly
long passage which ends thus: "For, in general (i.e. not only
in the ,case of Roma), the city of the ungodly, which did not obe
the command of God that it should offer no sacrifice save to Him
alone, and which, therefore, could not give to the Soul its
proper command over the body, nor to reason its just authority
over the vices, is void of true justice" (mine). Then Oates
himself continues.

"With this definition before him, St, Augustine goes on to
argue that without true religion there can be no true virtues,
along with the implication that no society ar state can be
truly Just without a proper orientation towards God. Yet the
Roman state, particularly in the early stages of its development
remains most impressive to St, Augustine, He sees that its
success arose from the devotion to a certain kind of justice
(mine), and that the peace which it produced from time to time
was indeed a peace of a certain sort (mine). Because a degree
of justice and virtue did exist, he can explain why the Roman
state endured forts long a time, but also he can understand
why with all its strength it began to disintegrate, The
entire attitude is sunned up in the well known Augustinian obser
vation that the Roman virtues were but 'slendid vices,' So
long as Roman Justice, for example, was Motivated by national
pride, or a desire for imperial power or glory, it could only
be a spurious virtue, majestic, powerful 'splendid' indeed, but
it inevitably falls short of being a true virtue, and becomes
'vicious because it has not been inspired by love of Gods"

You probably see . what I am driving at Beginning from the

antithetical position of the heavenly kingdom, Augustine can
only approach the "virtues" of the heathen from the point of
vier! of their falling short of spiritual good 	 is fine



except that that it leaves him in an ambarrassing position t
explain how God can honor such less-than-good. Oates said,
you will remember, that" because a degree of justice and vir
existed, (Augustine) can explain why the Roman state endured
for so long a time s " but how critical has Augustine been of
these .concepts "justice" and virtue", These are to him, cons
from the spiritual point of view of the heavenly.kingdom no
than vices, are they not? Has Augustine any other vantage-
point from which to consider the Roman virtues? How can there
even a Lev= of justice? In other words, how is it possible
that the ungodly can have a city at all?.

Truly the Augustinian view of man, of sin and graces, far
surpasses the semi-humanism of many a Church rather, but just
that conception or total depravity must yet lead to the disco .

in Scripture of an explanation for the cultural accomplishment .

of unregenerate men tor the very conception is in danger of be:
swallowed up by the humanistic dragon. With respect to the
problem .of culture Augustine is still on the naive level of th
other Patres yet he, represents the moment in the history of
ideas corresponding to that moment in tile thought of an
indu-vidual which Just precedes the breaking forth of. a new , insight

That higher insight was the accomplishment of Calvin.. n
as hither clung to the idea of a lower earthly sphere in which
man is capable of doing much good, "Calvin's logical minds'
Herman Kuiper 	 tells us

	

	 in his doctoral
dissertation Calvin on Common Grace. (13) "could not up wit]
this dualism ® On the other hand, his deep insight into the'
terrible consequences of sin did not allow him, to admit that
fallen man s when left Wholly to himself, could produce any go(
in any domain whatsoever; and on the other hand, found. it inj
Bible to subscribe to the view of Zwingli, who virtually surre
dered the absoluteness of Christianity by teaching that at le
certain heathen philosophers who remained utter strangers to I
Gospel of Christ participated in God's saving grace Calvin
found the solution for the problem how we must account for the
good with unregenerate men in the concept of common grace, 11e
was the first theologian who made a clear-cut distinction
between common and saving grace, between the operations of ti
spirit of Goa which are coition to mankind at large and the
sanctifying work of the same Spirit which is limited to God's

el(
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In the present paper I do not propose to examine the
nature of the data to be found in Calvin. You will recall
that our intention here is to show how long it took the Church
to come to a theoretical accounting of the problem of culture,
For this occasion, therefore, it will suffice to show, what the
structure of the dissertation of H. Kuiper also evidences, that
_Calvin's thoughts on common grace -. the term itself is not used
by him in a technical sense! (14) are developed only incidental':
nowhere do they form a separate topic. (15) Hbr. Kuiper is not guilty
of minimizing the importance of Calvin's insight, but rather is
simply reducing his accomplishment to its real proportions when he
calls what he judges to be the clearest statement of the idea in
the Institutes 11 iii 3 "the root of the doctrine of comma grace

(emphasis mine). Into theological soil a new root had been
planted. It was not yet clear how wide the branches would extend
or what fruits for the restoring and refreshment of the Kingdom

Of God would appear, But the root was there

"Kuiper in the same place points out that not only the root
of the doctrine is found in Calvin, but also the explanation why
it Constitutes such an indispensible part of the Reformed confession
"It did not arise", he writes there, out o1 philosophical iavention
but out of the confession of the mortal character of sin ... But
apparently this (confession) did not square'with reality, There
was the sinful world * also outside the church, so much that wee
beautiful, so much to be respected, so much that provoked to
envy This placed (the formulators of the Reformed confession)
before the dilemna; either to deny all this good, against thin
better knowledge, and thus to err with the anabaptists; or to

view man as not so deeply fallen.„ and thus to stray into the
_Arminian heresy. And placed before that choice, the Reformed cony
fession has refused to travel either of those roads, -,7e might

not close our eyes to the good and beautiful outside the Church
among unbelievers, in the world. This good was there and that

had to be acknowledged, And just as little night the least bit
be detracted from the total depravity of sinful nature. But
here lay the solution of this apparent contradiction, that also
outside the Church, among the heathen, in the midst of the world

grace was at work * grace not eternal, nor unto salvation, but tem-

poral and for the stemming of the destruction that lurked in sin."



The fundamental importance of this answer of Calvin's to
the question 	 how culture is possible in a world of totally
depraved men will be recognized whereever a serious investiga-
tion into what Calvin has written is undertaken. Decent
illustration of this is afforded by Prof. Berkhouwers's dis-
cussion of natural law in his book 122.... 92.11 (17)

where it is pointed out how different Calvin's conception of
natural law is from that of the schoolmen. 'Mile their theory
is grounded in the rational nature of man s which, according
to :Rome. must always .with the necessity that attaches to being.-
strive after the good, nothing of that is found in the former.
Calvin sees 	 as central the corruption of human nature direc-
ted against the good will of God in hostility and disobedience.
"For Calvin the natural man does not live from what remains of
the reap ontological goodness (18) within the ordinances of God s

but he moves within the witnessin g force and the evidence of the
divinely ordained good as Revelation of His holy will© The pre-
dominating aspect in Calvin is not the goodness of human nature
but the goodness of the law and the ordinances of God, Calvin's
doctrine of common grace does not arise out of the inclination
to remove anything from the corruption of human nature s but out
or the certitude that this total corruption is taught by the

(19)Scripture. 	 (earlier we reads) The total depravity of man
is indeed present s according to Calvin, but that is for him,
not equivalent to the absence of all. Goals° gifts to human nature°
For Calvin is convinced that man can manifest his total depra-
vity with his gifts and in the function of those gifts. A pro-
found view of sin is the background of Calvin's thought: one
could say s a total-existential view s which in religious in
character and is governed by the question of the attitude of the
heart of man towards God® The absence of the true s religious
obedience or man towards God does not exclude it that man s with
the gifts left to him, functions in the world s where he is still
assigned a place, (going back to p ® 170, we reads) :e find
ourselves here in the area of the activity of God in preserving
and governing. Therein lies the possibility o2 the connection
between so-called "natural law' and 	 corruptio naturae

It is indeed a strange thing s that in the radical aversion of
human life from God and his Holy will s in its inability to
subject itself to the law of God (the "natural" man!), there
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is nevertheless still present a championing of right and
justice s a punishing of evil and a reward for goody a valuing
of community with one another and of limits set for man in fleet
community ) a seeking of truth and science...Every man stirs
and moves within the superior power of the works of God and
of the preservation of his blessing 	 bestowing la, and
in his actions, in his conscience, in his judgment with regard
to others and in his protest against cceoplete anarchy oe
elanifests thc superior power of the work reed the law of God,..
To acknowledge this." here Berkouvrer comes to the heart of the
eatter. ndoeo not therefore involve an optimistic eatirate

of nan, Po -:. this nan o in the total direction of his existence,
is turned ayc..y from God, and moreover can also in his eenceete
deeds progress continually farther along the road of manifest

degeneration, In Roman 2 Paul is not speaking of e constant

quality of the heathen (the doing of that which is contained in
the law), The process of sin can also so burst forth that 'cbore
remain only minimal reeroants of the power to dietincuish„ The
eye of ran can increasingly be darkened oith respect to the
cc . e%e of God's, ordinances, so that he finally has an eye only

for the "law" that is pleasing to hies if and that protecte
own life, Life ene develop as Paul predicts it for the Iaqt days
viz. ia almost complete and unconpzemizing opJoeitiole to what
the law of God still makes valuable in life, Those are the days
in which man will oven be without natural love, Therein can
be manifested the judgment of God„ as it already . e.av revealed in
the divine "giving over" o of thich Paul makes mention in Romans 1.
Thin proves that one cannot describe the history of humanity
". we might add, or of human culture." from the point of
view of human 'naturet and its 'natural lichtl, The relation
between the general Revelation of God 0 .conmon restraining mace

and human life is not a static one but a dynamic relation s

which is completely one. utterly tied up with the developno•i; of
history and oith the process of sin, Onc will never be a°ele
to write about general Tleeelation and about common grace without
also paying attention to that judgment of God which is already
manifest. in history.

I have devote considerable time to :erof, Berkhouver analysis

in order s by following closely one inetence of Calvin°n treatment
of cultural questions, to set in a clear light the radical



novelty. of Calvin's explanation of culture How superior
his ox4planation is 	 appear to one who co4pares what has
just been written with the embarrassment Augustine faced in
attempting to explain the enlargement and the long life of th
Roman state. Note particularly the oneness. of Cdlvin'S appro
to culture with his whole, presentation; the centrality of .God
theocentricity. There is no longer any need for the vaciltlat
cf a Tertullian or the near duplicity of a Jerome.

In thus . following Berkhouwer's account we have been enjo
one could say, a foretaste of the admirable faithfulness which
later developmentashow t marks Calvin's solution of the proble
of culture and of the Christian's relation to the world t I sa
a foretaste. For in Calvin's day, unfortunately t it never go
beyond that. Ue must not forget that what Berkhouwer here ha
given us is the result of ldter scientific (theological)
reflection upon Calvin's utterances. Calvin's own writings a
more profetic t more religious• than scientific. the germs of
later theory lie scattered throughout his Writings, bUt they
would have to be fertilized by the hovering over then of the
scientific mind, before their inherent Worth, and their
eminent practicability could be shown.

In the arcana of God's all—wise providence three debilit
ting centuries were to elapse before men- were to see the frui
of Calvin'e work as it relates to the problem of culture. Pet
partly because Calvin did not e with sUfficiont clarity of
statement and fulness of -oresentation t distinguish, in his tr
vent of such cultural subjects .as natural law,, his own wholly
Liblical view from the traditional (Greco—Roman s echolastic)
one which everywhere present in the learned world of his days,
Borkhouwer hitself makes the remarkt "The term 'natural'Iaw ,

will always and again get us on a wrong track, because it nay
turally creates the iqpression that everything arises out of
the nature of man e whom one then begins automatically to
shield against the confession of total depravity. " (20)

Nowever, that may be t in general it is true that the lief
nation leaders, in failing to come to grips with the problem
of culture in its broadest scope, mcde a considerable contrib
tion t h=Anly speahing t to their own undoing, Years ago then
ap;)odrod in the pages or the P -2,inceton Theological ilevierr au
article by August Lang entitled "The TUeorT.lation and Natural:
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which, with three other studies % was shOrtly thereafter6published

in book form (21) ,as a contribution to the celebration of the

four hundredth aniversary of the birth of John Calvin, Although in
the article he addresses himself directly to the problem of
natural laws his concern is with the whole cultural question,
Permit me to quote him,

"Students of recent history have long been
agreed that the close of the seventeenth centu-
ry, the conclusion of the.religious wars, marks .

the beginning of a new epoch in Church history,,,,
The peculiarity of the new period is, expressed in
one word % what is called ,.,'modernism' s or 'the
modern spirite r But if the division is a real one,
there arises the questiOn 0 embarrassing to every
evangelical Christian, How is the modern spirit,
which, since the seventeenth century„ has been
unfolding itself with ever increasing vigor, related
to the gospel of the Reformation? How could the age
of the Reformation with its :conflicts of faith.be
followed so suddenly by_ 	 age whose views about
historical criticism and natural science, about
politics and social life, are in part directly opposed
to the Reformation conception of the world? ;That: foxes
ces of the Gospel had a part in the develpoment of. the
new way:of thinking? Uhat other, unevaagelical 

, 
tendenoiea

intruded themselves % and therefee„ because they arose„
for example, in Catholicism :(and hence in false belief);
or in the unbelieving and therefore-Pernicious develes- igll
of civilization, must be combatted and eliminated?" ``'`'

After thus showing the wide range of his interest, Lang eX-
presses the desire to make a contribution by "examining the rela-
tion between the Reformation and Natural Lay", and he motivates
his choice of topic by pointing out that "natural law was one
of the principal historical factors in the formation of the
Modern spirite,Dit became also the starting point for .'natural
theology!„ the broad religious basis of the religion of the

I101"7" he asks, "could this natural law spring
up on the ground of the Reformation, take such depp root and put
forth such wide-spreadinr: branches?" Idter he.a0k8. the more
specific question, "how did it happen that it was :precisely Calvi-
nists who, first among the men of evangelical faith, and so early
as the sixteenth century, no merely developed natural law theoreti-
cally„ but at the same'Une % as political publicists, Made it a
weapon in the conflicts of the time?" (23)

cannot take the tine here to enter into the absorbing
details cif 	 Lang'z araruemont, Li anothe:r, ilace I havo attiv
to relat ,,? the Lq-lic



Germaniae, had upon the cultural outlook of the Reformation
party® The conclusions of Lang are in harmony with what I there
presented. Here' is that final result:

"The Reformation at its very beginning found itself,
in the presence of problems'andexigencies-of
finate ranges, first of all y, conflicts of purely re-
ligious - and theological character -- doctrinal, 11.
turgicals _and constitutional conflicts.' Uhat an
amount of spiritual strength wasconsumed even by
these conflicts! How much there was'which went wrong!
What unrest s what losses these conflietts produced!
AftiLiet the problem which then appeared could be
settled by reference to the fundamental religious
principle of Protestantism s and on the whole were
in fact settled in, .a truly Protestant ways iluch more
dangerous,. however s was the second adjustment, which
lay more.on the periphery of religious truth and yet
was no less necessary 	 namely the 	 to the
general ethical, political, and social problems c to
science and art The adjustment s I: say s; was unavoidable,
for if Protestantism s over against the Liedieval-Catholic
worlds involves a new worldview,then,there.mUst.nedessarily
be a Protestant science of .politics e a Protestant philosophy .

andtscionceo a Protestant art... For - such an adjustment,
however, in the very nature of thiags t time is requited;
it cannot be accomplished by one man.or one generation„
It was iadeedi a thankvrorthy undertaking s when Calvin
in his'Institutio'did not entirely ignore politics,
but-thei7FITEE7ore of such kind that they did not
‘give batibfaction even negatively t on the question of
the obedience of subjects and the right of resistsmce s
much less pesitively, , But now the tasks and problems
of culture -came upon the young evangelical Church in
a storm... The Reformed were obliged to fight the hardest
battles for existence; then s after the final victory s
they had new states to found both at home and in the
:wilderness; above all s -they had to settle the question
of tolerance between the different parties that had
arisen in their own camp. But the tasks were - met by
the will to accomplish then. Calvin had inspired in his
disciples that energy of piety vrhich abhors all half.
ray measures, :which boldly endeavors to make all the
affairs of life subject to uhrist s the He and Iordo„,0
But what trastneeded..; itho) firmi.prindiples . about the
relation of the Reformation to the forces of culture'. to
the state science and art -. was lacking, and how could
it be attained all at once - in the midst of all the
unrest and of the time? Regarded in this way s we believe
the 0;voaraae -c of natural law-becomes comprehensible.
A doctrine of the state constructed on evangelical
principles was not in existence,: . But such a doctrine was
imparatively demanded by the need of the time. Len-needed
to have •clearness - about the relation of the ruler to• the •
subjects, about the problem of lurch, and. State n  about the
relation ))ettven different churches in the same. cOuntry.
NO wonder that in the lack of a conception of the state
revised in the light of fundamental evangelical ideas, man
had ieeouzie to the politioa;L theory. to 	 the traaitIonZk



jurisprudence s without heeding the fact that that
theory had origin foreign to the Reformation and
involved tendencies and conseqUences which would •
lead away from the Reformation, These tendencies s

of course s became apparent later in slowly-developing
after-effects s and then especially after the spiritual
enervation sustained in the protracted religious ware s

they could not fail gradually to dissipate and destroy
the Reformation's basis of faith., Unless all
iadiCations are deceptive s the progress of events was
similar in the case of other cUltural :questions„ The desire
for knowledge s the desire for activity s which was ex-
perienced by the induvidual after he had been liberated
through the Reformation s plunged itself into all problems-
of the spiritual life ofman s became absorbed in the - tra-
ditional manner of their treatment s and was-all too.
quickly satisfied with solutions which were not in-agreeMent
with the fuhdamental ethica religiouo factors of the
practical religious life of the Reformation, The
reaction did not remain absent0 The evangelical life of
faith became shallower s instead of.deepening itself
and developing in all directions., If it is true- that
the religious spirit of the Reformation in passing through
Deism,. was novi.g on a downward path s the reason ter its
deterioration was that the adjustment between the Refor.e
nation and culture was neither brought to a satisfac-:. -
tory conclusion nor even earnestly enough attempted,
1Tevertheless s we hope that such analjustment may yet be
accomplishes.; the . better it sueceedz s the more copple-
tely will the difficulties of our present religious
situation disappear," (24)

This default on the part of the Calvinists of the Reformation
period with respect to the cultural question meant that the

germinal insight of Calvin s when it was treated at all by

,later theologian s acquired the character of a purely theolOgical
subject, As the key to the proper solution to the problem of
cultur4Ind the Christian's relation to the world it was utterly
lost to view in the al igonenzeit, Loreovers even as in Calvin s

so in these men the doctrine of common grace never received
complete treatment s even as a dogmatical subject s in one chapter
or 12.22.1.s of theology® Kuyper writes of this at the beginning
of his Common Grace as follows$

"And when is the footsteps of Calvin s the attention
especially of.the Reformed theologians was focused
more particularly upon this extremely important
subject s they did indeed work out its main features s but
without making a separate chapter of it® For the most
part they still treated it under the !virtues° of the
heathen s ' - civic righteousness!. !natural knowledge of
God! etc" . but.without ever bringing all the various
parts belonging to this subject together into one

, -
orderly s connected discussion. Even our catechism hcs no



separate treatment of the subject s which1
in turn s prevented my dealing with it in eeee
E Voto'in a sparate series of-articles, ‘."7"-

So it is that Dr, Abraham Kuyper s looking back over the

past history of the Reformed partye can declare in the Preface
to his classic Work on the subject.

"No greater harm ever came to the Reformed Irinciple then
(came to it) through the iMperfect development of the
doctrine .of CoMmon Grace, Cause of this was the battle
for the pred;i77EMrlrei position von with difficulty.,
an uneasing battle waged. with both pen and sword, The
mere struggle to get free of the ecclesiastical mono.
poly of Rome required in France in Prance s in the
Netherlands and in Scotland such incredible exertions;
added to that there was tor Western.Europe the lateral.
party of the Anabaptists, for northern and eastern Lurope
the sometimes extremely fierce .opposition from the
Iutherans e and on our own soil (thus, in the Netherlands)
the Arminian and Erastian disturbances. In this way
Reformed ecelesiastical s political and scientific, life s
already in the first decades after its exceedingly swift
rise, was hard put to it s and When the Referred in the
Netherlands and is Scotland through their breve resistance
had finally secured for themselves the freedom to live * their
last streneth -was spent, and with the ne-ely wen ecomfortable
times an 	 opulence crept in 7/tick egascalatea theM
and robbed them of their desire for the ideal. Zo it is-
to bb'eXplaieted how all dogmatical vigor first concentrated
Upon interminAble oolemics and then vent to peed in dull

$4ash4age
"There is no question of clogmatical develOpment

after 1650 either inwitieriand s The lietherlands s or in
StetThnd. Not a 'single original talent arose aGain, in th0
fj.eld'ef deematics after the first period of florescence
The once to fresh stream of Reformed thought in theology
chekegs up. 'A:Lat had first been taken hold of in broad
and ample - fashion shrinks into narrow s typically . Byzantine
invectigation s and that arid investigation leeks even the
resilience to retrace its steps to the root of the Refermed
ideie In their narrowness men keep at their unraveling
work on the polenies most'recently engaged in against the:
Arminiaree, and scarcely take note of anething of new
contrasts that are arising. In this manner the tie to
the past was lost and men found themselves outside the
intellectual movement of their times, Per that reason there
male no longer be any question of aecreising an influence

-uponeoneve timed It became a closing eneceli- np in ones
narrow circle s a witizdtaNing of oneself from the michty
movement of life.. Leantlille the ardity Of hail,splitting
called forth within the nme cireli7;z a reaction Of the
heart aide:_ 	 rkyiya7nonceto all such intellectualistic
theology no:longer coule;L be held in check shattered into
Sects of all 17 ...ladr;,rhat in the 16th century . ha& been cense

"In this situation a change has now comae l at least
witlain our border	 AistorfoAN research irita Ude, Retortetel
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life-principle awal:ened on so uas discovered the
joyful truth that the Reformed s in their original de-
velopment had put forward principles which, when developed
broadly and logically, naturelly rave rise to an all
embracing life and world view possessing more than suf-
ficient elasticity to determine in this century also our
conscious position in the midst of the presently living
generation, dhat at first appeared to offer only histo-
rical worth now acquired an utterly timely significance
for the present, In this connection the question, forced
itself on the foreground s how the Christian life as we
understood it had to relate itself to the life of the
world in all its expressions and gradations, and in what
way our influence on public life, which once had , reached
so far and since had so pitiable been lost could be
restored, The answer to that vuestion might not arise
from a process of bargaining, but had to be derived from
the Reformed principle itsell s i.e, s there had to be
investigated, what creative idea had originally s in
both theory and practice s governed for the Reformed their
relation to the life outside Christianity. Every anabaptis.
tic set had isolated itself; in contrast with which the
Reformed had chosen as their rule the apostolic idea of "all
things are yours and ye are Christ's", and , had with full
awareness thrown themselves, with uncommon talent and
resilience that overcame all obstacles into the full life
of humanity, in the midst of the turbulence of the nations.
This character-trait s very pronounced in the history of
all western Europe could not be accidental; it had to find
its explanation in an all-controlling fundamental conviction
and so what that governing root-idea was had now to be
investigated,

"In this inquiry it quickly appeared with unassailable
potency that this root-idea lay before us in the doctrine
of Common Grace, derived directly from the Sovereignty
of the lord s which is and remains the root-conviction for
all Reformed thinking, If God, is Sovereign s then His
dominion must extend over all life and cannot be shut up
within the walls of a church or the circle of Christians,
The world outside of Christianity has not been abandoned
to Satan not to fallen man s nor to to chance. God's
Sovereignty is also in the life of that unbaptized world
great and all-controlling s and for that reason Christql
church on earth, for that reason the child of God cannot
summarily withdraw from that life, If his God is working
in that world s then his hand too must be put to the plow
in that world s and also there 	 the Halle of the Lord must
be glorified,

"Consequently, what above all had to be done was to brin
once more to life the rich fundamental idea that was embodied
in the doctrine, of Common Grace."
It must by now have become abundantly clear that Kuypers

interest in the subject of common grace is much more than the
interest of the scientific theologian alone, -Je see rising
before us the responsible veldheer s first after Groen van
Prinsterer of the army of Christian believers in. The Netherlands
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Kuyper also is in a very real sense a cultuurfilosoof s and in
his three—volume work De Gemene Gratie we see the doctrine of
common grace developed into a theory of the possibility s

legitimacy and the responsibility of cultural life. (26)
After nineteen centuries of histo the - Church is here for the
first time ineposseesion of a worked—out theoretical accom
of the world of culture and of the Christian's relation to it,

Should my, description of KuyperPs work require any further
substantiation, I would, in the first place, direct the reader
to the contents of the work itself. There ample proof will
be found of my. contention. Iladdition s I can point to the title
of a book by 4.40 Van Ruler, ilgur'Is Ides eener Christelidke.
Cultuur s and to the words with which the book begins:

"It cannot be said to be superfluOus to ask the
attention of the reader for Saltvol.waVent ql_tnte
Troblem Of ehrietian 	Moe it continues largely
to govelSMoitua on he Netherlands in all the
questions mentionede . . The ray in which we ore accustomed
to put the questiono of dhristian politics, christian
eocial—work s Christian radiet etc. is not conceivable
apart from Kuyper's doctrine of 'common grace, the dente
nant in hie idea of Christian culture." (27)

There is also the doctoral dissertation of 0.J.Ridderbos s

with the title, De Theolorische Cultuurbeschouwin van Abraham
8),EUNeere (2 If the malifying word 'theological° in the

title provides difficulty, I may refer my reader to what Ridderboi
himself has to say about it:

"Ve have further limited our subject by speaking
of Abraham Kuyper's theolo.ical view of culture. With
this formulation we are eery g notice that not only
•the historical, but also the special philosophical
questions are left out of consideration by us as much
as possible." (29)

Immediately after that 2ideerbos sureests the extend to whicl
in his view, practical cultural considerations were at work to
produce De Gemene Gratie when he writes,

"Because Ku►per's mind was as pre—eminently
directed to the practice.of life, it is not surpri-
sing that he repeatedly applied his general. views
to the. various induvidual areas of• culture. One
does. him perhaps even more justice by saying that he
pushed onward from the partiaular problems (the school.- fxn
question s . politics)..to the General (common grace s etc.)

Elmer is himself fully aware of the distinctiveness of his
rmr7 and 6Z its eminently practical and cultural point cd:
departure. Here is what he says:.
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"Although we have since 1878 (the date at which
De Heraut began to be published) been repeatedly and
constantly pointing to this "common grace", and although
we have, with thanksgiving and interest, taken cognizance
of the rell.documented address on the subject of "de
Algemene Genade" published by Dr. Bavinck in 1894 1 up
to now this momentous subject has not yet been treated
in its total connection or in any sense exhaustive
stated. Thus there remained nothing for us o o ut
this time to blaze our own trail s least of all with
the pretension as if herewith this portion of Dogmatics
would be finished for good; but, inasmuch est thls
cuts so dee into our life and ??..rawirgirrigaistuamla
s rugfi es emp ass mine), in order to furniKa au least
a first specimen of treatment s which can lead later to (xl

oh as this sub 	a more elaborated and rounded out dogmatical treatment."` ."

Obviously, KUyper was conscious not only of the originalit3
and pressing practical motivation of his conception s, but also
as a consequence s of the tentative character ("first specimen")
of his formulations. Thus he says explicitly in his preface:

"To a sharp formulation of this doctrine it
will be possible to come only later. 'Aaat had to be
done first was p that all the historical and dogmatical
material related to this doctrine be assembled and put
in order under the sway of the principle... Completeness
and a good arrangement of the material was here `the
main thing, It had to appear, of what far-reaching
significance for all of life this Reformed ground-convic-
tion wae."

de sense here again the practical urgency that Euziper felt
prompting him to carry out his task, That urgent practical
need, we have already seen, was for an efZective influence of
the Christian body of citizens upon such problems as politico s

_education, social.-work, etc. For that s the Church had first to
be drawn from the cultural isolation into which it had fallen

by a gradual process which I have already described in. Kuypezos
own language, The thing of prine importance was to cause
Chrietians to see their zara2aaallul in the public, the
cultural life of the day. And Euyper reasoned as follows: if
our God concerns himself with that life, then we Christians
must get to work, that also there the name of the lord may be
glorified, Eityper felt not only this urgent need but also its
great risks, Thus he ends his preface with the following
words:

"Spiritual as well as ecclesiastical isolation
is anti•Reformed s and only then will this work accomplish
the purpose I had in view, when it has broken this isolatio



witholee, which God prevent l e ever anyone's being tempted to
to lose Ituaselei in that world; it must not control hint s but
he it s La the Etreidh of his God„"

h) -or's vhich Kuyper here offered to the Church is obvious;
of univ)rval vclidity; its significance and relevancy reach be-
yond th) bordei of his own little country into the whole wide
world, amt Of the Calvinism of the Reformer had been marked
ecumerlml-minded s so Kuyper aspired to bring the Reformed of all
nstiore back flora the narrow range of conventicle_ neetings s to
which ;:leir viEion had deterioratede to their original glorious
callirg of refcrmirg the world after the principle of life re-
vealed In God©€ woxd, He speaks at the very beginning of a
beginEal s a leeenstereinsel (lifeeprtniple) that is deeper t of wide
range ';:laie mere theological life. This principle s , apart from .

the arametanding of it s is the principle out of which Reformed
Christ:Luee evexywhere must live. Thus in his preface Kuyper
states mr,ress1y that he is presenting his book to the Reformed
Churche; in al] lards," Here in America we who are Reformed
ought not lightly pass by what Kuyper has given s fancying that 1r
are faced with different problems and different situations. Kuype
knew bceeter: the history of the Reformed Churcheswith respect
to their place in the world had been the same everywhere; for
causes 	 general in thelvestern world had been at work, And how
the spiritual revival among the Calvinists in the Netherlands
was with such divine force and providentially under such propitiou
human cLreumatences that from the beginning its talented leaders
found t:lenselves being driven back to the common roots and
universal principles, In the sixteenth century it was Geneva
to whic:x all who would be Reformed had to go; today it is the
lie-thee:1,121es, Yecoenition of this fact is a simple mark of
Christ :L piete s which is ever alert to the providences of Jéboirab

`4() have noy aceopplishod the first purpose that vie set for
ourselves when we began: to‘ see the historic place and the history
significance of Kuyper's De Gpmene Gratie, In it s we saw s the
Church was for the first time: in her entire history in peesessien
of a critical theory of the world of culture and of her relation
to it, Surely it is no wonder that the following generation s

busying itself with .this tremendous heritage left to it, displayed
diffpraces as a some of the epphases t some questions of azogsa
even cuae matt 's of fundamental eonceation. had not KuvnaT.



himself foreseen the necessity of correcting and supplementing
his work? Yet in all the subsequent debate it is important •

not to overlook the fact that 2.22.ae_22rticanvho....are
Ilmstam222fsgenoten- (comrades in the faith) are_10221.201.
him inhfrmgalnipurtaa2: (32) that there are none who would
follow the path of Anabaptistic withdrawal from cultural pursuits
nor any Who think of allowing a higher estimate to be pup on
man fallen, ribreover, all artici ants to the debate are
agreed that we must enter the world of culture essentiall in the
way 	 proposed.

Time no longer will permit us to enter into all the questions
surrounding Kuyper's work De Gemene Gratie that have been debated
within the last thirty—five years. However, this last point
does most assuredly have to be touched upon. I said that all the
participants to the debate are in essential agreement with
Ebyperls views as to the manner  in which Christians are to relate
themselves to the world of culture. But what were his views here
A discussion of this ought not, in my opinion, to be delayed
any longer,

For on this question of the how 	 let us not close our
eyes to it -- not only do hesitancy and uncertainty characterize
the mind of the Christian Reformed Church Generally, but in the
case of certain of her more vocal representatives rather basic
disacreement appears to exist, A case in point is the difference
between the view expressed by our esteemed president, Dr. Spoelho
in,his contribution to the volume 22a=slatsma.un and theLiving 
view bold by the Calvinistic Culture Association as it VW
expressed in my address Bet Roer Om? Of course, that is but one
concrete instance. The disagreement among us is far rore general
than that, Always 	 it may be the suestion whether a Christian
has to treat the field of logic differently from the unbeliever,
or litther the necessity exists generally of a radical—Christian
reformation of the various sciences, or of the interpretation
of literature -- always, I say, it soon appears that wholly
diverse views are entertained in our circles. In all these
eases the point at issue is the relation that exists between
common Grace and the antithesis.  For example, I have heard
several of any colleagues put it this way: "Once we had a genera-
tion o; studer.ts with an appreciation for column grace; now all



they seem to know about is the antithesis." This remark :II;
followed. by another to the offect.that there is in the new sii
a great danger of losing contact with the world of culture.
a somewhat prominent minister in our denomination, after he
read my address Het Roer Oml as it appeared in the na.glish trt
lation in the periodical Torch and Trumpet, said to me, "You 3
taken only one side of Kuyper, that of the rIncyclonaedia with
its doctrine of the antithesis; don 6t forget, there is also t]
doctrine of common grace." Both these expressions of opinion
suggest that the relation between common grace and antithesis
a contrary one. It would seem to be the case, therefore, that
tensions among us 	 largely revolve about the question of t]
relation between common ace and antithesis as that relation
Lister ative of the wa inwhich we 	 w ourselvesurselves into the
life of the cultural world.

I find it highly significant that on this point which is
presently troubling us there is no essential difference of op:
among Kuyper's descendants in The Netherlands. That fact itsi
it seems to me, should give us pause, Vor we have already het
van Ruler affirm that the 'Way in which we are accustomed. to
put the questions of christian politics, christian. social-wort
christian radio etc, is not conceivable apart from Kuyper's dc
of common grace," (33) It would seem apparent that we have tc
here with two irreconcilable interpretations of Kuyper's mean:
in his De Gemene Gratie, Thus, many who opposed what I said
Het Iloer OmIdefended participation in organizations such as
Citizens Action, with an appeal to common grace. Last spring
Calvinistic Culture Association received a communication from
of our recent graduates, who insisted that he as a true-blue
"Kuyperian." could not go along with the 3childer - Van Til -
1jsbegeerte der detsidee approach - !1- whatever that might bei

to cultural problems outlined in the Declaration of Principles
and :fork Program:of the C.-C.A. 'de of the association found ii
difficult to repress a smile when only a few weeks later a
prominent writer in the Gereformeerd *::eekblad, Ds 17.3.1tommes,
wrote two articles in that organ or the Reformed churches (34:
about the same document, in which he expressed his joy at see:
the principles of Kuyper (1) being applied to . the American £404
Obviously„ somebody is misunderstanding something somewhere,
therefore becomes imperative that in the short tine remaining
we try to obtain some light on the question, how rawer .cones
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0 the relation be en antithesis and common ace: articular
as it  relates' to cultural activity .,•••■••■••••■•■

Prof, van Ruler s' a careful student of Kuyper's writings, ,
admits in his book Egper's Idee eener ChristelLike CUltuur„ from
which I have already quoted: "At first sight it is not clear how
the doctrine of common grace leads to the idea of a Christian
culture; one is then fond of having recourse to his doctrine of
palingenesis (regeneration) as the antipode of his views on
common grace; this is however, at the very least, superficial;
the lines here do not run parallel nor in opposite directions
either, but intersects and that more than om!" Just a little
later he warns once more. against forcing a contrast between
partiaular grace (the doctrine of palingenesis)'and the doctrine
of 'common grace, Permit me to cite this significant passage, (36

"Prof, HaitjemP7(1nce worked out this contrast in a
particularly good article that is still very worth
the reading entitled 'The Appreciation of Culture in
Neocaletaisms and appearing in Onze Eeuw (Volume XIX
1.1.0;, 10, pp, 83-108). He pictures neo-calvinism as a
spiritual movement that has its characteristic features
in its openness to the life of modern culture, and then
points out that this movement had to battle on two
fronts, "Omer against its own adherents the christian
appreciation of universal,human culture had to be
supported and elucidated dogmatically, And over against
the world of culture, which in our modern time is
alienated from the basic christian convictions, a most
emphatic plea had once again to be made fir the cultural
significance of the christian religion, more particularly
of Calvinism a life-system! (p.91), On the first front
Miner developed the doctrine of comron grace, and on
the second front hemaintained the doctrine /ofregeneration.
;TO come- from the one line to the other a leap is always •
necessary,'.;,, And no wonder, for the one line . of thought s
that of 'common grace s points to a side that is situated
overAgainst the other: that of the necessity Of,regene-
ration s ' even in the life of this world' (p.103), The
conclusion to which the writer adzes is then: 'The inner
connection between the element of palengenesis and the
doctrine of comron grace he never pointed out' (p0107),
With this description of the-layout in Miner's thinking
I cannot agree, Undoubtedly, there is.an element,of truth.
in it, In ,Writing about the truth of common grace s ,*
Hityper does indeed come-now and then to a very bnad'
appreciation of universal-human aulture, But that is
most assuredly not the reason why he constructed his
doctrine, of common (5race. This neutral appreciation
of culturas but one of the results, not one of the
'motives of this:doctrine,. And certainly Kuyper's pur. ,
pose was not to arouse his own fellow-believers out
of_their.cUltural indifference to this bnad humanistic
appreciation of the cultural process as such, ghat he
wanted to arouse them to, and his reason for requiring the



doctrine of common grace, that was his Christian
•action in all the spheres of life, Indeed, Ku ergs
theories on common ace were never so construed b
s o ewers, emp as s m •e 	 epp

when he observes that Prof, Schiller is beating the
air. when he goes into action against the ngjitral-
culture.unity.ideals on the basis of the common..
grace doCtrine, '.here arc the 	 among.uss-tho
turn against a ehristian cultivatIdid of science, a Christina
polities, a.christian art and all the rest? , (Dr._ V „HePP9
De Algemene Genade l Kampen, 1937, p.80)
• In my opinion there is in.nyper a Tay real inner

connection between the doctrine of particular grace
and the doctrine of common gracern. One cannot make this
connection toa close, too intimate. Repeatedly Kuyper
argues that common grace was the point at which our
Reformed confession diverged from the Anabaptistic •
path of separation (mijding)„,, (De Gemend Gratie II,
3499 et Passim). In the doctrine7r5FrIMErgrace
the bond, with the universal4tuman, earthly, temporal life

- is severed, but...it is restored in common grace. The
motive of the doctrine common grace lies not in:, the
appreciation of culture but in cultural activity. Its
purpose is to afford the regenerate& believer possibility •
of existence s material fOr work, 'meaningful activity.
Even when his life is enlarged in time round. about
the point of election an regeneration (although this is .
really a point of eternity) s yet he is met with grace from ti
same God who elected and regenerated him. Grace fraM
the same sane God s albeit not the same grace. Herelie all
the tensions of Nuyper , sfundamestal conception.--
In motiveind.designithere is a very close connection
and a most intimate bond between particular grace and comrol
grace. But in the elaboration Kasper often comes to
a duality of grace, to an absolutiting-of common grace.
which obacures the original thought, Then it can ag.L:ear
as though the doctrine of regeneration and the doctrine
of common crace.stand op:,2osed to each other as principles
of• antithesis and synthesis. Nevertheless, there, are only
a few passages to which this construction can properly .
appeal, though it must be acknowledged that just in these •
passages Kuypers soul sings out so lyrically .* In general s

however, this original connection Of particular grace and
cOmIllon grace remains * I think, visible."

Even one who knows only a little about the life-of Abrt
hap Ebner could scarcely mistake Kuyper's meaning on the point,
it seems to me. It is well to recall here the judgment of Riddc3
boa that "one does him (KUYper) even more justice by saying that
pushed onward from the particular problems (the school-question,
politics) to the (comnon grace etc.)," (38) When gainer sat
dorm. to write his articles, on Common grace for De Heraut he had
already become the great leader of the Anti.revolutionery party 1

of which Guillaume Green van Prinsterer was the spiritual father,
ITo one ever thought more antithetically than Green,: Dry; Bruins
310t the editor of Trouw ( a Dutch Christian daily newspaper),„



in his recent book B e Z11111 , 4i.21 (Iteflection. and ..'roof
speaking of the necessity for the Christian-in-politics of dis
clashing carefully the historical development of his time, an(
showing that that distinguishing must be a spiritual distingi
i.e. a distinguishing in the light of God's revelation, 'when
the task of the righteous for our life opens up before our veJ
eyes, says, "So it once happened. with Groan van Prinsterer...
discovered at a given monent.as if struck by lightning.the
element of decisive sigAificance in the character of the histc
Period in which he lived. ',Min he fixed in his concept of the
_Revolution.. And out of that discovery has developed the Chrif
historical or anti.rovolution.e.ry ,political .movement in The nel
lands." (39) Thus, a discovery of actual antithesis in histo3
had led to the inciLtt that antithetical organization was a
fundamental necessity.

-'store the ap:ea.Tance oil4mmon Grace articles I.:wiper hac
further shown how he felt by pleading for a Christian,  prefere
Anti.revolutionary press, by urging the establishment of a Prc
University, by his supvort of katrinonium/and his acceptance c
invitation to deliver the opening aclaress of the first Christi
Social uoncress.

If, however, one should be inclined to put ruyperis ptact
over against his ,thought on this question, we can also show fl
his writings what his view was. In Pro Demo, vole III, the whc
of chapter XIX is devoted to the subject of Christian : organize
The question naturally arises, Kuyper writes there, "whether t
subjects of King Jesus can for this purpose (the organization
society) unite themselves with those who reject Him in one and
same organization, or whether it is the requirement of their c
viction, that they organize themselves independently, call Lute
being a system of Christian associations, and have to accept e
conscious division between themselves and the others in the sc
sphere also." (4°) Kuyper then remarks that such separate Chri
action is already a fact in The Netherlands, but that that doe
not discharge us from the task of providing a principial eluci
of the righfulness of this separation. After _dealing at some
with the Scriptural basis of such separate organization he go(
on to says

"There is thus not the least uncertainty on this point,
In mixing socially danger a3.wa.ys lurks for Christians*
One so easily allows the law to be laid. down by society



and its worldly form. What society can get
away with, Christians too can so easily permit.
Cne floats along on a stream to which one can offer
no resistance, And unconsciously one exchanges the
principle of the Christian life for the unputified
principle of worldly society." (41)

Kuyper concludes the chapter with a very telling sect
which I am loathe to omit.

"It was necessary hemdeliberately to ground thi
system of private, separate organization& in Scriptux
because voices are still constantly-being-raised amon
us which regard this rule as now no longer susceptibl
of complete application... The influence which emana
from all these (none-Christian) organizations is thus
exception destructive for our Christian confession.
reasons and acts out of principles which are absolute
opposed to ours, If now one allows oneself to enter
such organizations and if one mingles in such organi-
zations with those.who are of a wholly other mind, th
what they think or judge becomes the startingpoint o
the decisions that are to be taken, and one supports '
one's membership what one, in conformity with one's
Christian confession, may not support but combat. In
anarchistic, socialistic or neutral (emphasitt is nine
associations a spirit isopenTrirWhich never can or
be ours. The leadership in such Organizations falls
to us but always and inflexibly to our opPonents* Th
carry out their intention, and whoever of us embark0
them ends up where they want to land .but where we
never may land, Thus qur principle settles down at t:
point of non-activity, loses its position of influenc ,

and is pressed into the corner,,,mi►gling with these
of another spirit in the organization itself leads al ,

to a bitterly sad fiasco Of the Christian principle a
prepares the way for their victory and for our overth
If one disregards thir30 yet enters into such compa
there/then arises in addition the danger that evil
companionships corrupgood morals. In the organizati
are now thinking of material interests are always and
invariably in the foreground; le concern is for more
power over against the employer and higher usages for
work, Of course, there is in itself nothing /wrong.
fact that everyone stands up for his rights and also
attempts to improve his material position,,,, BUt jn.
for that reason the temptation is so gust eVen2for
Christians in such organizations to let the:H -end :a
means,. to let material interests prevail owr'Spiritu
and to float along on a stream which can and may never
ours, The spirit at work in such principially unbeli ,

organizations is so alluring and contagious that almcc
none of us, once he enters into such company can off ,

resistance to its One absorbs this person without
suspecting it, Especially so because once one is a p,
of such organizations, one sees one's Christian princ.
doomed to silence, In separate Christian organizatia
there is the prayer, the guidance of God's Word, mutu,
admonition, and one comes naturally, on each occasion
free spiritual discusaion, to test one's attitude and
method on the pronouncements of the W dfGdn0 	 0 	 .
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That was, mind you o Kuyper speaking, Notice that he,,
least, did not hesitate to speak of an absolute antithesis :
this human life. Such utterances would be multiplied many
tines over.

In our effort to set forth the position of Abraham Kum
on the manner in which the Christian is to relate himself t4
the cultural world we have pointed, first to what de did, aJ
the, to showIRarmony of his thought and practice we quoted
from a decisive section of his Ire Rege.

nevertheless, a truly persistent opponent might still
cone with two objections to our citing from Ire IZege, The .
objection, one more easily dealt with, is that Kuyper's wor:
in their original form, were for the most part journalistic
pieces, 'written over the years for De Hereut,, and that one
should not expect to find so much system and unity of thoug'.
them as I am doing. In our particular case one might argue
while the third volume of De Gemene Gratis api,eared in 1904
the first volume of Pro Rem was not published until 1911.
point of objection would then be this: on what Grounds do
assert opinions =pressed by Kuyper in 1911 to be the only
Kuyper on the Subject, and, particularly, the view of Kuype.
.n De Gemene Gratis 

Ridderbos refers to this objection in his dissertation
says, "Our answer is: toile lore _ ! It became evident to us
in the 'Study of Kuyper's works that even in his hastely wri
weekly articles more system is present than one often sup_jo
Even though in the reading one is in danger of losing the
thread now and then, and although the writer sometimes appe
to involve himself in obvious contradictions, upon closer
examination everything yet appears to be governed by one no
conception." (43) To this witness I can now add my own, In
oration dating from the year before the  oleantie, thus in
and entitled " 	 en Loom" 'Amer defended the =tithes
also in the organizational sense. Again two years later he
developed the national significance of this antithetical
activity in the cultural world in his 2mmek=291 1._	
The idea is with him early and late.

The second ob jection stems from ,the view I have airead
with the help of van Ruler, attempted to explode, viz. that
there is a conflict within Kuyper's thought (and left unree
by him) between the two motifs of antithesis and common gra
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"Naturally", this objector would probably say, n naturally you go
to a Work like Pro Reme, for an expression of the antithesis, But
that is one thing; the ftyper of De Gemene Gratie is something ele

Obviously, this objection stands or falls - with the interprets
tion of Kuyper out of which it takes. its rise. It is so very impc
tant $ however, that some further comment is called for;

It is, in the first place, highly interesting to observe how l

towards the and of his life, Ebner thinks of his work De Gemene
Gratie, As an illustration I refer you to the preface of his
two-volume Antirevolutionaire Staatkunde, published in 1916,
There (4N . is referring to the fact that as in earlier periods
of history, as also in the nineteenth century "only the Reformed
kernel felt the urgency, the need, the necessity of coming up with
an all.embracing central world-view; but with one which now, ne
mere than in Paul's day, 'could ripen out of the prevailing science
Clearly an antithetical context, lie then adds this sentence: "The
need of arousing the same striving and purpose once again, and$
where it proved to be still awake, of directing it, I tied to
aaticfy to some extent first in On...112212am (an antithetical progx
for the A„R,Party) and later 	 listen..in the Gemene Gratie
(owphasis mine). Here his work on common grace is, in an undeniat
msnner, given its place in all his practical and theoretical offer
at strengthening the antithetical cultural action of the Reformed
group in The Netherlands,

The secret to the interpretation of KUyperls doctrine 'of coM
grace is to be found in seeing rightly the relation between common
.grade and particular grace ( regeneration, poligenesis„ antithesis
There goes out from the sphere of special grace a moral influence
which strengthens $ elevates, and secures common grace.. Cultural
activity can take place in this sinful world thanks to the exister
of a common grace, but Partioular grace is necessary to preserve
that eOmmen trace from destruction and to lead it to fulfilment.
Kuper i:Osaks accordingly of two kinds of development of common
grace: 1) (45) the general human development, which is borne up
by common grace and thus (I) ends repeatedly (in the histories
of several nations) in sin and death, and 2) the development
in Israel, where particular grace came to the grace'of common grac
The former kind4s also spoken of as "the anti--Christian developmc
of common graces In a separate series of articles()publishedun4
the title De Gemene Gratie in Wetenschap en Kunst't Ku/per writes
these two directions, '"conciliation., which would lea4 to aareacali



is here utterly out of the question. There gapes here a cleft over
which no bridges can be thrown. And as long as Christendom does
not accept this two-mess with full conviction and in all its conse-
quences it will be published time after time with the obtrusion of
unbelieving science unto its own premises, with a falsification
of its theology an undermining of its confession, and a weakening
of its faith," 1./..1)

In the section of these articles on art (Kunst) Kuyper tells us
that in art as art also two kinds of spirit can govern. (48) here
a most significant section occurs dealing -with a matter much dispute(
among us of late. Kuyper writes: "Of course, no more than in the
other spheres of life do these two spirits always stand opposite
one another in absolute form.i. Satan stood opposed to Christ only
in the wilderness, But although there is here manifold gradation in
weakened form, yet it is not subject to doubt„ that in all this two 
directions are constantly running contrary to each other,  and that
finally even these weakened and watered down expressions always and
again draw our hvnan life either in the direction of the spirit cUt
of the abyss or in the direction of the spirit from above." (49)
On the basis of this passage, and others like it 	 think of the abs(
to opposition of principles in the section of Pro Rege! ...perhaps
we might bring to an end one of the little bits of debate among us
by agreeing that, while neither of the two antithetical spirits is
present in our human lives in absolute form or degree, yet the direce
tion of the two, present to be sure in weakened form, is absolutely
antithetical, That'is„ after all, all that Prof. Van Til means
when he speaks of an absolute antithesis, And now it appears that
he is saying nothing more than was said by Kuyper, the man of common

grace,'
One more quotation. At the beginning of volume III of his

De Gemene Gratie Kuyper is discussing the rise of the Christians in
the Uetherlands of the nineteenth century to responsible cultural
activity, Whereupon be says: "This affected a turn, which necessari:
had led to, and so did lead to making us see that we could not get
anywhere with the prevailing ideas, with the results of the sciences,
and thus also with the construction of principles as they are current
in the non-Christian world. They did not fit our confession ® It mu

like mixing iron with clay -- think of Etyperi's antithetical oration

of 1885! 	 Thus we found ourselves before a dilemma. Vie either had
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to return - to the little conventicle-circle and give up - all concern
with matters of science and art, of land and people, or we were
compelled ourselves to build up our own construction of principles,
which accorded with our RefOrmed confession," 459)

By now it must have become sufficiently c:':..ear'that far.trOML
common grace and antithesis being two irreconclable_elements in
Etyperis thinking, both are most intimately re:.ated in any concrete
human situation. There is an antithetical  de7olo meat of common
trace that takes place. That is the reason why, in KUyper, separat
Christian schools and separate organization of society generally is
a requirement of faith. As Ridderbos Says somewhere in his dissert
tion9 by a common action we prevent God's cultural purpose in
speciaItrace from being operative. Thus, all our cultural work too
must be a confessing, a witnessing. To .this we may append a remark
of J.A. Diepenhorat in his booklet haziepene Gs lade en  Antithese: (5
"But with common grace and gen eral - revelationone does not.have
enough when a choice must be made between good and evil,. The heath
do knew the date and establish an ordered life under law, but in
regard to bases of state and right they cannot come to certainty °
And just these foundations are of particular importance for politic
science... The .revolution principle opposes the gospel in the
political sphere in an entirely distinct fOrm, That is sufficient
reason why. it is wrong that believers add unbelievers, at least the
Who recognize the gospel as norm for political life and those who
reject it, continue to be linked up with each other in common acti-
vity. The spirit out of the abyss would make htmnelf master of sta
and right, Proper here is .only unrelenting, unflinching opposition
which does not call the antithesis into existence, but which
acknowledges its existence °

Thus KUyperts view turns out to be much the same as Calvin's,,
least' in the interpretation of Berkouwer. And it is'in the same se:
we here describe it, Biblical. Kayper hitself in the series on De
Gemene Gratie in Wetenschap en Kunst - (16.27) saw: "Holy Scripture
says clearly that the wisdom and science which the world derives fr
her own .principles is directly opposed to the true, substantial
science, and as sharply as possible it is established that the diff
rence between that science of the world, which for God is foolishne
and the true science which for him is valid, arises out of the
difference of-heart-dondition in the investigating subject. There
are two kinds of men4' Scripture calls them "liatural" and apiritua
men.



This is the doctrine of the two ways, as found in Psalm 1
and Proverbs 2,

Ue have seen that in Kuyper the Church first possessed a
fritical accounting of . the world of culture aid of the Christian's
relation to it nnd that in that theory comnor grace and antithesis
two false abstractions when taken alone or abEolutized mingle wit]
each other in the most intimate fellowship as two elements in the
concrete life situation, e have seen that tLis view demands
organizational antithesis, and that such a corsequence has been se(
ted by all of Euypees spiritual descendents in The Netherlands, :
in our Christian Reformed circles another vie v2 is to be held, prop
gated or practioed, we should be told of its origin ants show its
Biblical basis, As Kuyper himself wrote of his own view, "It cannc
come from a process of bargaining bust must be derived from the
Reformed principle "itself" (see above, p,20b 9 bottom)
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Ref, 28 - page 24
Published by J.H.kok N OV., Kampen !, 1947.

Ref 029 - page 24
OPecite P. 8

Ref. 30 plaCe 24
122.4112..

Ref. 31 page 25
G.G. I p.5 f,

Ref, 32 i. pdge 27
cf o 8dhilder, hat is de Hemel? P.294

33 page 28 	 •
See above p,22



49 . page 35
r. 83

Ref. 50 - page 36
G.G. III

Ref.

G t.

:!....77airmain (3)

Ref. 34 - page 28
The tomes of June 11 and 19 5 1953

Ref, 35 page 29
P.5.

Ref. 36 - 29
Idem, pp. 11-13

Ref* 37. - page 29
A Dutch Barthian, member of the Hervormde Mork (?)
and prof, of

Ref, 38 - page 30
see above, p.22 b.

Ref. 39 - page 31
P. 9 .

Ref. 40 - page 31
Pro Rege III, p.184 to

Ref. 41 - page 32
Idems p.189

Ref. 42 page 32
Idem, p. 189 - 191

Ref. 43 - page 33
Be Theolo, . Cultuurboschousringvan Abr	 er,

Ref. 44 pace 34
P. XI

Ref. 45 - page 34
G.G. I 498 f.

Ref. 46 - page 34
Idem, p.500

Het. 47 page 35
P. 42

Ref. 48 -.page 35
P. 81

p.10.

Ref. 51 - page 36
r. 4t te



ERRATA (1)

Please notes

p. 2

Po 5
p. 6

Only the errors which affect the meaning or sense of
the sentence are to be found here. • Other obvious
mistakes, typocrohical and others, are not included-.

2nd paraGraph9 line 1, read: On the aide of radical rejection
of the world of culture stands...

quot. (7) reads lactantius (not leetantius),

tat paragraph, last line, reads Vie might say that this answer
makes too much of, i.e, would misconceive, common Grace.
The quot. on this page should be marked: (8)
Also, the author referred to is Plautus. (not Rlantus)

Po 8	 2nd sentence, reads ...naive acceptance of much of the world
of ancient culture,
8th line, 2nd paragraph, reads Under reserve of this prelimi
nary expurgation Basil is of the opinion that there is great
advrntage in young people having dealings with profane
letters;
Also, fourth century.(not first),
4th line from bottom reads .000f the sqpi!mtia secularis .

inif'make a beginning by cleansing it of all that holds.. -.

1pot-0 (12), reads "...the Catholic Churdh, which always has
fostered whatsoever things are honest, Whatsoever things are
lovellvwhatsoever things are off'. good. report, basii"

braaketed statement after quoit,- (19), reads (trio[ 	 earlier
in Berkouwer we read),.,

3rd paragraph, reads ...all.owitio s providence three frustrating
three delibitating... 
3rd paragraph, line 8, reads ...one440hwas eter7where4 0 0
in quot, (20), 	 km shoUld be underlined

In the sentence directly precedind quot. (22) the fteu
refers to'Iang.

aithighniPaiinktionall= =to:, reads Deism, the
Also, in between quotations, line 5, reads ...proper solution
of the problem of Culture and of the Christian's... -

N.B. quot. (38), readeone does him..0:puched onwards from
particular proble►:smote the general (common grace etc.)."

1st line, Perbaps"Prospect"(Reflection and Prospect) is bette
translated as 'Outlook'.

9th line from bottOm, the name of the oration is User en lee

151",4!(4.5), refits .•;%tozzie 	 ar SWAM alone salt...

Pca 11

p.16

18

19

21

Po 30

Bo 31

P 0 33

Po 34



MAU (2 )

Also, reads t) ...Where particular craw) came to the aid of
common Trace.

p035 	 4th line dovni, reads punished instead of published.
Prof. 0. Van Til
6th line from bottom, reads ...which necessaril7 had to lead
to...

p. 39 Please omit last bracketed statement.
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